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Dr. W. R. Butler, Director
BWR Project Directorate No. 4
Division of BWR Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket Nos. 50-440; 50-441
Combustible Gas Control

Dear Dr. Butler:

The purpose of this letter is to notify you that we hcve completed the
development of emergency procedures which address the use of the
hydrogen igniter system as required by paragraph 2.C.10.(b) of the
PNPP low power license. A description of the actions to be taken are
included as Attachment 1. The Perry specific instruction is in the
final stages of review and will be approved upon receipt of SSER 10.

Should you have any questions, please feel free to call me.

Very truly o rs,

4
Murray R. Ede man
Senior Vice President
Nuclear Group

MRE:jsd

cc: Jay Silberg, Esq.

John Stefano (2)
K.A. Connaughton
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2.C.10 (b) Prior to exceeding 5% of rated thermal power, CEICO shall ensure
j that written procedures are available for operation of the hydrogen 1 niter8
; system.

I

Responses
:

Written procedures for operation of the hydrogen igniter system are contained
in the Perry Emergency Instructions. PEI-M51/56 and the Perry Specific i4

Technical Guideline (PSTG) were developed using the guidance provided in
i Revision 1 to the Hydrogen Control Owners Group EPG submitted to the NRC in a

letter dated June 3, 1986 (HGN-086) and Appendix B to the HCOG EPG submitted
on July 3, 1986 (HGN-090). We support the HCOG's proposed guidelines and.have

j used them in the PSTG. We also understand the NRR staff has not yet reviewed
the proposed integrated use of the combustible gas control subsystems in
conjunction with the igniters. At the NRC's request, the procedure deviates

;
from the PSTG and the HCOG EPG in that it does not address purging the ;

j containment at minimum detectable hydrogen or at 4% hydrogen. Although the
! backup hydrogen pur8e subsystem is available as described in the F3AR, its use |

will not be addressed by the PEI until the NRC's generic concerns have been
i resolved. Venting is used as a backup means of hydrogen control should
i hydrogen concentrations reach HDTL and/or HDOL levels. The instruction or the
j PS'IU will be revised at a later date based on the outcome of the NRC's heaeric

review of the Hydrogen Control Owner's Group submittal. A descrip*.lon of the
:- procedural actions taken in the PEI to control hydrogen is provided below.
t

There are two entry conditions for the initiation of this instruction. The
i first occurs when the RPV water level cannot be determined to be above the top

i of the active fuel (TAF). The other condition is when hydrogen concentration
; exceeds 0.5% in either the drywell or containment. After the operator has

determined that either of these two conditions have occurred, he is directed
; to take the necessary actions to preclude damage which may result from the ,
' accumulation of combustible gases. These actions are described below.

Upon determining the hydrogen concentration is above 0.5%, or that RPV level
j may be below TAF, the hydrogen igniters are place.d into service. Early
: operation of the igniters will prevent hydrogen accumulation by ignition of
I any hydrogen at the lowest concentrations. As a precautionary measure, the
i operator is directed to secure the igniters if power to the igniters is lost.
'

Once power is restored, and prior to reinitiation of the igniters, the

|' operator monitors the hydrogen concentration in both the drywell and primary
; containment. If the hydrogen concentrations exceed the contain-ent Hydrogen
| Deflagration Temperature Limit (HDTL), the containment Hydrogen Deflagration
j Overpressure Limit (HDOL), or the drywell HDOL, the igniters will not be
j placed into service and the operator will initiate venting and purging of the
j drywell and containment as discussed below. If the hydrogen monitoring system
i becomes unavailable, the Post Accident Sampling System or grab sampling is

used for measuring drywell and containment hydrogen.
|

,

! The operator monitors the hydrogen concentrations in both the drywell and
I containment concurrently. When the hydrogen concentration in the drywell
i reaches 4%, the hydrogen mixing system is initiated. Using an air compressor

j to force air from the upper elevations of the containment into the drywell,

t
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the system mixes the air between the drywell and the containment resulting in
lower concentrations of hydrogen in the drywell. The combustible gases in the
drywell are vented into the containment. The distance between the compressor
air intake and the escaping gases from the drywell preclude "short circuiting"
the mixing process.

If the hydrogen concentration reaches 1% in the containment, the hydrogen
recombiners are placed into operation. By heating the containment air as it
is drawn through the recombiners, hydrogen is combined with oxygen to form
water. This process further reduces the concentration of combustible gases in
the containment. If the hydrogen concentration in the containment continues
to increase and reaches 6%, the recombiners are turned off to preclude damage
to the recombiners.

Should the hydrogen concentration exceed the containment HDTL, the
survivability of equipment needed af ter a hydrogen burn may not be assured
following a deflagration. Possible ignition sources related to hydrogen
control, such as the igniters and drywell mixing, are secured. If adequate
core cooling cannot be assured, and the offsite radioactivity release rate is
expected to remain below the site alert release rate, then containment venting
will be initiated to reduce containment hydrogen. If the release rate is
expected to be above the site alert release rate, venting is not initiated
since containment integrity is not yet threatened. In the highly unlikely
event that the containment HDOL is reached such that the integrity of the
containment is threatened and containment failure could result, venting of the
containment will be initiated. Containment sprays may also be activated to
further decrease containment pressure.

As these actions are effective in reducing hydrogen concentration, the
. procedure directs the operator to secure venting and re-energize the
' combustible gas control equipment in a reverse step pattern. When hydrogen

concentrations are below the HDOL and HDTL limits, venting is secured and the
H mixing system is restarted. The recombiners and igniters are similarly

2restarted as hydrogen concentration is reduced below the operational limits
described above.
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